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Abstract

Cr1-xYxN coatings were fabricated by reactive co-sputtering deposition and the Y content was changed by varying the Y target
power. The influence of varying amounts of Y addition on the mechanical properties and oxidation resistance of CrN coatings
has been studied. The results reveal that Y ions substitute Cr ions in Cr-N lattice forming the solid solution Cr1-xYxN coatings. Y
doping has a beneficial effect on the improvements of hardness and adhesion of the coatings. After the oxidation in air at 850
for 2 h, The CrN coating with 1.2 at. % Y addition exhibits superior oxidation resistance than Y-free CrN coating, while over
doping of Y produces detrimental effects on oxidation resistance of the coatings.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Chinese Heat Treatment Society.
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1. Main text Introduction

Chromium nitride (CrN) coatings have been proposed to be a promising hard coating material owing to its high
hardness, wear, corrosion and high temperature oxidation resistance [1-3]. Compared with TiN coating, which has
been widely used as hard and wear-resistant coatings in engineering, CrN coating has higher hardness, better
corrosion resistance and oxidation resistance even at 700 [4, 5]. Adding a third element is an effective method to
further improve the mechanical properties and oxidation resistance of the CrN coatings, such as doping V [6], Si [7,
8] and Al [9, 10] to form nanocomposite or single-phase (solid solution) coatings, while the influences of Y addition
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by reactive co-sputtering deposition on structure, mechanical properties and oxidation resistance of CrN coatings are
still rarely involved. The aim of this work was to obtain detailed information about these influences.

2. Experimental details

Cr1-xYxN coatings were deposited on polished silicon wafers (used for SEM observation) and WC alloy
substrates (used for nanoindentation and scratch tests) by reactive co-sputtering deposition technique in an Ar and
N2 atmosphere (99.999% purity). Both Cr target (Ø 76 × 5 mm, 99.99% purity) and Y target (Ø 76 × 5 mm, 99.99%
purity) were used. During the deposition, the working pressure was kept at 0.30 Pa with nitrogen flow percentage
N2/(N2+Ar) fixed at 20%. The Cr target power (DC, AE) was adjusted to 250W, while the Y target power (RF, AE)
was set as 0W, 50W, 100W and 150W, respectively. The deposition temperature was 300 . No bias was applied to
the substrates.

Coating thickness was measured by Dektak3 profilometer (VEECO, USA). The thickness of Cr-Y-N coatings
was almost maintained at ~ 1.85 m. Chemical compositions of the coatings were determined by electron probe
microanalysis (EPMA, JXA-8100, Japan). Crystal structure of the coatings was investigated by Panalytical X’pert
PRO X-ray diffraction (XRD, Philips, Netherlands) using Cu k radiation as X-ray source. The cross-sectional
morphologies of the coatings were observed by SEM (Leo 1530, Germany). Nanoindentation (CSM Instrument SA,
Switzerland) was performed to determine the coating hardness using Oliver-Pharr techniques [11]. The penetration
depth was controlled about 10% of the coatings’ thickness (~ 185 nm) in order to eliminate the influence of
substrates. The adhesion between substrate and coating was determined by a scratch tester (CSM Instrument SA,
Switzerland) with a Rockwell C diamond tip (Ø 100 m) using a linearly increasing load from 0.9 N to 50 N with
loading rate of 98.2 N/min. The oxidation were conducted in air at 850 for 2 h. The oxidation resistance of the Cr-
Y-N coatings was characterized by the method of measuring thickness of the oxide scales.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Chemical composition and phase structure

The chemical compositions of the Cr-Y-N coatings with respect to different Y target power are plotted in Table 1.
The Y/(Y+Cr) atomic ratio monotonously increases with improving the Y target power, while the N/(Y+Cr) atomic
ratio remains constant at ~ 90.8 at. %. With the values of the calculated Y/(Y+Cr) atomic ratio of the Cr-Y-N
coatings, we defined our coatings as CrN, Cr0.997Y0.003N, Cr0.988Y0.012N and Cr0.978Y0.022N, in accordance with the
chemical compositions of the coatings, revealed by EPMA analyses.

Table 1.T he chemical compositions of the Cr-Y-N coatings with respect to Y target power.

Y target power (W) 0 50 100 150

N/(Y+Cr) (atomic ratio) 90.2% 89.5% 91.6% 92.0%

Y/(Y+Cr) (atomic ratio) 0.0% 0.3% 1.2% 2.2%

Fig .1 illustrates the XRD patterns of the Cr1-xYxN coatings. All the coatings exhibit a single phase fcc structure
similar with CrN (JCPDS 76-2494). The Cr1-xYxN coatings are identified as cubic structure, where Y was dissolved
in Cr-N to form solid solution. The (1 1 1), (3 1 1) and (2 2 2) peaks of Cr1-xYxN coatings shift to lower angles with
increasing Y content, implying an increase in lattice parameters. The peaks shifting can be explained by the
substitution of Cr ions by Y ions. Since the ionic radius of Y3+ (89 pm) is larger than Cr3+ (69 pm), the crystal lattice
will expand after the substitution of Cr3+ by Y3+. Thus, the diffraction angles will shift to lower values according to
the Bragg law.
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Fig. 1. The XRD patterns of the Cr1-xYxN coatings.

Another obvious observation is that the preferred orientations of Cr1-xYxN coatings gradually change from (111)
to (311) with increasing Y content. The mechanisms for textural evolution in films have been explained so far from
the viewpoints of thermodynamics and kinetics. Thompson [12] has proposed that both surface and strain energy
minimizations govern the grain growth in thin films. Thus the competition between both energies influences the
texture in polycrystalline thin films. If the (hkl) has the lowest surface energy, and hence, a (hkl) preferred
orientation should appear under a low stress condition since the surface energy in this case has a dominant
contribution to the total free energy for the system. It has been demonstrated [13] that the Gibbs free energy is
orientation dependent in all crystal systems in stress fields which are not purely hydrostatic, and a preferred
orientation arises as a result of the synthesis of materials under a high stress condition in which an elastic strain
energy contribution will be dominant. If a biaxial stress is considered, in the case of the cubic system, the Gibbs free
energy of the crystal per unit volume, due to the strain energy, can be given by [13, 14]:
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Where G0fcc is the Gibbs free energy of the system under zero stress, is the magnitude of the stress, sij (i, j = 1, 2,
4) is the elastic compliance tensor and i (i = 1, 2, 3) is the component of the rotated stress. Hence, if (hkl) is normal
to the stress plane, Gfcc will reach the minimum under the high stress condition, in which the strain energy is
dominant, compared with the surface energy. So the (311) preferred orientation arises with increasing Y content
may be attributed to the formation of a high stress field caused by the solid solution effects.

3.2. Hardness and adhesion

Hardness and adhesion of Cr1-xYxN coatings as a function of Y content were measured by nanoindentation and
revetest scratch tester, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 2 (a), the indentation hardness monotonously increases
from 12.9 ± 0.5 GPa for CrN to 13.7 ± 0.4 GPa for Cr0.978Y0.022N. The improvement of hardness is attributed to the
solid solution effect. The scratch tests show that Y doping also has a beneficial effect on the adhesion of the coatings,
as presented in Fig. 2 (b). All the coatings exhibit similar scratch failure modes, starting with chips spallation on the
side of the tracks, and then wedge spallation, and finally substrate exposure. The chips and wedge spallation are the
common failure modes for hard coatings and related to the adhesion [15]. Therefore, the critical load (Lc)
corresponding to the first spallation occurring (marked by the black arrow) is used to represent the adhesion between
the substrate and the coating during the tests. The critical loads of Cr1-xYxN (x=0.002, 0.012 and 0.022) coatings are
about 4.3 ± 0.3 N, while 2.5 ± 0.3 N for CrN coating. The reactive element Y can getter the residual contaminations
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on the substrates effectively and lead to the improvement of adhesion [16].

Fig. 2. Hardness (a) and the panorama scratch tracks of the Cr1-xYxN coatings (b).

3.3. Oxidation resistance

The glancing angle x-ray diffraction (GAXRD) patterns of the Cr1-xYxN coatings after oxidation are exhibited in
Fig. 3. The Cr2O3 (JCPDS 38-1479) peaks show up after oxidation at 850 . The Cr2O3 peaks are not obvious for
the Cr1-xYxN (0.003 and 0.012) coatings. Correspondingly, both the intensities of Cr2O3 (012) and (011) peaks of
Cr0.978Y0.022N coating are greater than Cr1-xYxN (x=0.003 and 0.012) coatings, it means that more Cr2O3 scales
formed on Cr0.978Y0.022N coating during the oxidation. Therefore, the oxidation resistance of Cr1-xYxN (x=0.003 and
0.012) coatings should be better than Cr0.978Y0.022N coating, agreeing well with the actual results of SEM
observation, as shown in Fig. 4. After the oxidation, the nitride coatings still keep the dense columnar structure.
However, the oxide scales exhibit undefined structure with rough surface. The oxide scale thickness is ~ 310 nm for
CrN, ~ 240 nm for Cr0.997Y0.003N, ~ 190 nm for Cr0.988Y0.012N and ~ 370 nm for Cr0.978Y0.022N. The result reveal that
Y addition with appropriate amounts can improve the oxidation resistance of CrN coatings, while over doping of Y
produces detrimental effects on the coatings.

Fig. 3. The GAXRD patterns of the Cr1-xYxN coatings after oxidation at 850 in air for 2 h. (a) CrN coating, (b) Cr0.997Y0.003N coating, (c)
Cr0.988Y0.012N coating, (d) Cr0.978Y0.022N coating.
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Fig. 4. The Cross-sectional SEM images of Cr1-xYxN coatings after oxidation at 850 in air for 2 h. (a) CrN coating, (b) Cr0.997Y0.003N coating, (c)
Cr0.988Y0.012N coating, (d) Cr0.978Y0.022N coating.

The improvement of oxidation resistance is associated with the reactive elements effect [17, 18]. During
oxidation, the reactive element ions outward diffused and segregated to scale grain boundaries or scale interface
reducing the oxide growth rate and enhancing scale adhesion. But the oxidation resistance of Cr0.978Y0.022N coating
is worse than CrN coating, over doping of reactive element produces detrimental effects. The reason maybe: excess
reactive element in the coatings can form a second phase oxide or intermetallic, when incorporated into the oxide,
these oxides allow for fast oxygen transport, thus increase the scale thickness [19, 20]. Over doping of reactive
element can also promote internal oxidation, hence reduce the scale adhesion. If too much reactive element is
incorporated into the oxide scales, reactive element oxide particles can form on oxide grain boundaries. These
particles again can allow faster oxygen transport, thus increase the scale growth rate.

4. Conclusions

The Cr1-xYxN coatings were deposited by reactive co-sputtering deposition to explore the influence of varying
amounts of Y addition on mechanical properties and oxidation resistance. All the coatings exhibit a single phase fcc
structure. The Y doping has a beneficial impact on the improvements of hardness the adhesion of the Cr1-xYxN
coatings. During the scratch tests, all the coatings exhibit similar failure modes, chips and wedge spallation. The
CrN coating with 1.2 at. % Y addition shows the best oxidation resistance. However, over doping of Y produces
detrimental effect on oxidation resistance of the coatings, it is probably attributed to the formation of a second phase
oxide or reactive element oxide particles.
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